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Abstract. In this paper, we address the problem of skin tone classification in
facial images, which has applications in various domains: visagisme, soft
biometry and surveillance systems. We propose four skin tone classification
algorithms and analyze their performance using different color spaces. The first
two methods rely directly on pixel values, while the latter two divide the image
into cells and classify the skin tone based on the color histograms of these cells.
The proposed solutions were trained and evaluated on images from four publicly
available databases and on images captured in our laboratory. The best accuracy
(87.06%) is obtained using cell histograms of the Lab color space and support
vector machine classifier.
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1 Introduction

Skin color analysis is important to a variety of computer vision tasks, such as face
detection and tracking, gesture analysis and human computer interaction. Although,
automatic skin detection [1] is widely studied in the specialized literature, little work
has been conducted on skin tone classification.

The notion of skin tone is very subjective, especially from a human interpretation
point of view, as it doesn’t have a clear and precise definition. Skin tone classification
was pioneered by Felix von Luschan [2] in 1897 who defined a chromatic scale skin
scale with 36 categories. The skin tone of a subject was determined by comparing its
skin (from an area that was not exposed to sun) with 36 painted glass tiles. This method
was initially used in anthropometric studies, but nowadays it is replaced with more
accurate spectrophotometric methods [3]. In the field of dermatology, the Fitzpatrick
scale [4] used six skin color classes (type I to type VI) to describe the sun-tanning
behavior. Both of these taxonomies are subjective and often inconsistent: even trained
practitioners give different results to the same skin tone.
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The objective measurement of skin tone could bring benefits to a variety of real
world applications: fashion, medicine, biometrics, surveillance systems, and the list can
go on. Visagisme [5] is a relatively new concept in the field of fashion, eyewear,
hairstyling, optic industry, etc., and its main purpose is to ensure the harmony between
one’s personality and appearance, with the aid of some tricks (color of the makeup,
shape of the eyeglasses, hairstyle). The skin tone is an important factor in making these
decisions. The skin color can also be used as a soft biometric trait. Although soft
biometrics cannot be used to uniquely identify an individual, they are un-obtrusive,
don’t require any human cooperation and can be used to complement and increase the
performance of traditional biometric systems. Finally, in the field of medicine, the skin
tone can be used to quantify the UV radiation effects or skin lesions.

The rest of this work is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 we discuss the state of the
art for skin color classification and in Sect. 3 we detail the proposed solution. The
experimental results are discussed in Sect. 4. Section 5 presents the conclusions and
directions for future work.

2 State of the Art

Color is a prominent and computation effective image representation feature, mainly
due to its robustness towards geometrical transformations and partial occlusions.
However, color classification is highly sensitive to illumination changes and to image
capturing devices. In the case of skin color classification, the problem becomes more
challenging as the skin tones are very similar to each other, and even trained human
practitioners can label the same skin tone into different classes.

As the skin color is itself a subjective notion, not all the works classify the skin
tones into the same number of classes. In [6] the skin tone is roughly differentiated into
two classes: light and dark. The skin pixels are extracted from the face area by applying
some threshold on the R, G, B channels. To classify the actual skin tone, several
histogram distances between the test frame and two reference frames (one for light and
one for black skin tone) are analyzed. This method achieves an accuracy of 87% on a
subset of the Color FERET image database.

The task of skin detection has been extensively studied in the last decades. In [7], a
detailed survey of skin detection methods, with emphasis on the color descriptor and
skin modelling techniques is presented. Also, several skin color constancy and dynamic
adaptation techniques that can improve the detection performance are discussed.

In [8] the skin color is classified into three classes: dark, brown and light, using 27
inference rules and fuzzy sets generated from the RGB values of each pixel. The
method was trained and evaluated on images from the AR dataset and images from the
Internet and it achieves a hit rate above 70%. The skin tone is classified into 16 color
tones in [9, 10], but these methods imply that the user holds a color calibration pattern
in each photo; this pattern is used for both color normalization and skin tone
classification.

In [9] the skin pixels were selected from the face image by luminance filtering and a
single Gaussian was used to model the distribution of each skin color sample. The
classification was performed by choosing the label of the Gaussian with the smallest
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Mahalanobis distance to the mean of the test subjects. In [10], the skin color classi-
fication was modeled so that it can handle more complex classification rules: a
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is fit to the face pixels’ colors and the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance is used to label the skin tone.

In this paper, we propose an automatic system that classifies the skin tone into three
classes: dark, medium and light. The system is mainly intended for visagisme appli-
cations that detect the skin tone and suggests the make-up and the accessories that are
most suited for the user. We argue that the 16 color tones model is unpractical and fails
to bring useful information if not for the single reason that no human labeling will be
good enough to accurately establish the ground truth. A model with six colors would
probably be better as the six tones would closely match what we can distinguish
visually amongst different regions and human races as predominant skin colors.
However, some studies have shown [6] that natural, non-influenced classification of
skin colors as performed by humans would contain only three classes: white/light,
brown and black. Even with these three classes, the classification is subjective. Fig-
ure 1 shows some skin tone examples belonging to each skin tone class.

3 Proposed Solution

In this section, we describe in detail the proposed solutions for skin tone classification.
There are three main steps that need to be addressed in the classification problem:
determining the skin pixels from the face area, choosing the appropriate classification
color descriptors and the design of the skin tone classifier. Based on the classification
features, the proposed methods can be roughly classified as (1) pixel based (that use
directly the pixel values for classification) and (2) patch based (that compute the color
histograms of image regions and use these histograms to label the skin tone).

3.1 Region of Interest Selection

The first step that needs to be addressed is the selection of the skin pixels; the face
contains several non-skin features (eyes, hair, eyeglasses) which could impact the
classification result. We heuristically determined that the region below the eyes and
right above the face center contains the fewest occlusions. Therefore, we first detect the
face [11] in the input image and then we crop the face to a region of interest
(ROI) defined by the rectangle [0.2�w, 0.3�h, 0.6�w, 0.5�h], where w and h are the width
and the height of the face region.

Fig. 1. Color samples belonging to each skin sample: starting from left or right: dark, medium
and light skin tones
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3.2 Color Descriptors

Color is a powerful image descriptor, and although it is invariant to geometrical
transformations and partial occlusions, it has the main disadvantage of being highly
dependent on the illumination conditions and the on the capturing devices. In [12] an
extensive study of the invariance properties and the distinctiveness of color descriptors
is presented. The invariance properties are derived from the diagonal model of illu-
mination change, and several measures of invariance are defined: invariance to light
intensity changes, light intensity shifts, light color changes and light color shifts.

The choice of the color space has a great impact on the color classification per-
formance. Each color space describes and organizes the colors as tuples of numbers,
such the colors are more easily distinguished and certain computations are more
suitable. However, none of these color representations can be considered as a universal
solution. In this paper, we have chosen to analyze three different color spaces: RGB,
HSV and Lab. In the RBG color space, a color is expressed as the percent of blue,
green and red components. The RGB histograms have no invariance properties. In the
HSV color space the colors are encoded using a hexacone. The chromatic information
is encoded by the Hue (H) and Saturation (S) components: hue represents the perceived
dominant color and saturation is the relative purity of that color. The analysis shows
that the certainty of the hue is inversely proportional to the saturation [12]. The Hue is
scale and shift invariant with respect to light intensity. The value (V) component
characterizes the brightness. Lab color space is a device independent color space and
uses one channel for luminance and two chromaticity layers: a (for the green red axis)
and b (for the blue yellow axis).

3.3 Pixel Based Classification

Distance to a Reference Frame
The straightforward approach to determine the skin tone is to compute, from the
training data, a reference mean image for each skin tone class and label new examples
based on the closest prototype. Figure 2 shows the mean images for each skin tone in
the RGB color space.

All the images from the training data are scaled to a predefined size sz and the mean
reference image is computed. In addition, the color components are normalized to the
interval [0, 1] as in some color-spaces the channels have different magnitudes.

For the classification, the test image is preprocessed (scaled and normalized) and
the Euclidian distance between the pixels from the test image and each reference frame
is computed. The predicted skin label corresponds to the closest reference mean image:

Fig. 2. Mean reference frames for each skin tone in the RGB color space: (a) dark, (b) medium,
(c) light
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pred ¼ argmin
cls�fdark;
medium;
lightg

Xrows�1

i¼0

Xcols�1

j¼0

dist Iði; jÞ;�Iclsði; jÞð Þ;

where I(i, j) is the pixel color from the test image at position (i, j) and Icls(i, j) represents
the color of the pixel (i, j) from the mean reference image of class cls. To compute the
distance between two pixels we use the Euclidian distance.

d p; qð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p0 � q0ð Þ2 þ p1 � q1ð Þ2 þ p2 � q2ð Þ2;

q
where pi and qi represent the ith color component of pixels p and q respectively.

Gaussian Mixture Models
Gaussian mixture models are a way of representing probabilistic density functions as a
linear combination of several generative Gaussian models, as described in equation:

gðx j l;RÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

xiNðx j li;RsiÞ

where x is a d-dimensional data vector, xi are the mixture weights and Nðx j li;RiÞ are
the Gaussian densities. The GMM parameters are estimated from the training data
using the Expectation-Maximization algorithm (EM).

Although GMM is an unsupervised learning algorithm, as we have the class labels
for the training data, we initialize the parameters of the EM algorithm in a supervised
manner, with the means of the classes from the training set.

The feature vector for the GMM classification is a 3-dimensional vector corre-
sponding to the color components of a pixel. We compute the centroids for the pixels
belonging to each skin tone class and the EM algorithm is initialized with these
centroids. For the prediction step, each pixel from the selected region of interest is
analyzed and the predicted skin tone with the highest frequency is the selected as final
skin tone.

3.4 Patch Based Classification

For the patch based classification, the input ROI is split into several cells of size (w �
w). We compute the color histogram of every cell and use it as a feature vector for the
classification. We proposed two classification methods: the first method simply com-
pares the histogram of each region with the corresponding histogram from the mean
reference frame (Sect. 3.3). The second method uses a support vector machine clas-
sifier to determine the skin tone in the region based on the histograms.

Finally, the skin tone classification is computed by majority voting: for each cell
position, the classifier gives a skin label and the final skin tone is selected as the class
that occurs most often.
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Figure 3 depicts the outline of the patch based classification methods.

Histogram Differences
Determining the distance or similarity between two histograms is an important issue in
the field of image processing and several measures for computing histogram distances
have been proposed [13]. We analyze two types of differences: the correlation coef-
ficient and the Bhattacharyya distance.

The correlation coefficient between two histograms is defined by as:

d H1;H2ð Þ ¼
P

I H1 Ið Þ � H1
� �

H2 Ið Þ � H2
� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
I H1 Ið Þ � H1
� �2P

I H2 Ið Þ � H2
� �2q ;

where H1 and H2 are the histograms under comparison.
The Bhattacharyya distance, takes values between 0 and 1, and it is a measure of

the divergence between two histograms; it is formally defined as:

d H1;H2ð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

H1 � H2 � N2
p X

I

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
H1 Ið ÞH2 Ið Þ

ps

Support Vector Machine Classification
Support vector machine (SVM) classifiers are supervised learning algorithms that
represent the training points in space, such that the examples from each class are
separated by a margin as wide as possible. Test examples are transformed into the same
space and assigned to the class based on which side of the separation margin they
reside.

For the skin tone classification, the input vector for the SVM is the color histogram
of a cell. A preprocessing step is applied: the input features are scaled such that each
feature from the training set has zero mean and unit variance.

The histograms computed from each cell from the region of interest are fed to the
SVM classifier and a skin tone is predicted for each cell. The final classification score is
computed by majority voting on the color predictions of all the cells.

Fig. 3. Solution outline for patch based skin color classification
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4 Experimental Results and Discussions

Data gathering is an important step of machine learning, as the training data determines
what the classifier learns to recognize before being applied to unseen images. The
training dataset was created by merging images from four publicly available databases
[14–17]; the databases contain images captured in both controlled and natural envi-
ronments. The 1999 Caltech Faces database [14] contains 450 frontal face images of 27
unique individuals captured in both indoor and outdoor scenarios. The Chicago Face
Database [15] contains high-resolution, standardized images of 158 participants with
ages between 18 and 40 years and extensive data about the subjects: race (Asia, Black,
Hispanic/Latino), gender, facial attributes (feminine, attractive, baby-faced etc.). All
the images were captured in controlled scenarios. The Minear-Park [16] face database
contains frontal facial images from 575 individuals, with ages ranging from 18 to 93.
Finally, the Brazilian Face Database [17] contains images from 100 male and 100
female individuals, with ages between 19 and 40 years. The original images from the
database, and not the manually aligned subset is used. All the selected datasets contain
frontal images, as the proposed solution is mainly envisioned for a visagisme appli-
cation, where the user uploads a frontal image and various accessories and make-up
suggestions are automatically provided based on its face appearance. There is no need
for alignment of the images, as in the near-frontal case, the selected region of interest
contains only skin pixels.

The training set was also enlarged by data augmentation in order to avoid over-
fitting. Each image from the dataset was subject to one of the following random
transformations: contrast stretching, brightness enhancement and horizontal flips (to
handle the cases when the light source is positioned sideway). We extracted subsets of
each of the four databases such that the distribution of the skin tone classes is
approximately equal. Each image was labeled by three independent labelers and the
ground truth was established by merging their annotation results. Prior to the labeling
process, we asked a visagist expert to point out several relevant images for each skin
tone, and the labelers were instructed to classify the images based on their distance to
the reference images. The final training dataset (after augmentation) consist of
approximately 4000 images.

The classifier was evaluated on 200 images that were not used in the training
process. Tables 1, 2 and 3 show the classification performance for each of the proposed
methods. We evaluated the performances of the proposed solution using: RGB, HSV
and Lab color spaces as color features.

Table 1. Pixel-based classification results

Colour space Distance to reference frame Gaussian mixture models
Precision Recall Accuracy Precision Recall Accuracy

RGB 0.75 0.70 0.705 0.68 0.55 0.55
HSV 0.76 0.73 0.735 0.82 0.76 0.76
Lab 0.81 0.80 0.80 0.51 0.69 0.68
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The best results for the pixel based comparison with the three mean reference
images are obtained using the Lab color space (80% accuracy). The pixel based
Gaussian Mixture Model classification achieves 76% accuracy for the HSV color
space.

The classification based on the comparison of cell histograms with the corre-
sponding histograms from the reference mean images for each class obtained the lowest
classification accuracies. The best accuracy for this method (72%) is achieved using the
Lab color space and the correlation metric between histograms.

Finally, the best results are achieved by the SVM classification (Table 3).
Table 4 shows the confusion matrix for the SVM based classification on the Lab

color space. One can notice that the majority of “confusions” occurred between
medium-light skin tones and dark-medium skin tones. This behavior is very similar to
what we observed in the annotations of the ground truth by the three human labelers.

From the testing set, 25 samples were misclassified by the proposed solution and
for 6 of these misclassified images there were also disagreements between the inde-
pendent labelers (on 4 images the confusion dark-medium occurred and on 2 images
the confusion medium-dark occurred). On these cases it was not possible to get an
agreement between labelers on the real color class.

Table 2. Patch based classification results

Colour space Hist. diff. correlation Hist. diff. Bhattacharyya
Precision Recall Accuracy Precision Recall Accuracy

RGB 0.62 0.60 0.605 0.75 0.69 0.69
HSV 0.55 0.45 0.55 0.66 0.68 0.68
Lab 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.74 0.69 0.695

Table 3. SVM based classification results

Color space SVM based classification
Precision Recall Accuracy

RGB 0.88 0.84 0.8358
HSV 0.89 0.86 0.8557
Lab 0.89 0.87 0.8706

Table 4. Confusion matrix

Actual value Predicted value Accuracy
Dark Light Medium

Dark 51 1 11 80.95
Light 0 77 7 91.66
Medium 5 1 47 88.67
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Some classification and miss-classification results are depicted in Fig. 4.

Next, we compare the proposed solution with other state of the art works that tackle
the problem of skin tone classification. Table 5 compares the accuracy of the proposed
method with the accuracy of other works from the specialized literature.

As skin tone classification is a subjective task, not all the proposed methods classify
the skin tones at the same granularity level. In [6] the skin tone is roughly distinguished
into black and light and the obtained classification accuracy is 87%. In [8], the authors
use fuzzy sets and 27 inference rules to classify the skin tone into the same skin tones
as proposed in this paper. They obtain a hit rate above 70% for the best system
setup. The test and training dataset of [8] consists of 200 images from the AR dataset
[18] and images downloaded from the internet and the images and their annotations are
not publicly available, therefore the proposed solution could not be tested on the same
setup. Finally, in [9, 10] the skin tone is classified into 16 color classes and implies that
the subject holds a color calibration target. This target arranges the primary and sec-
ondary colors and 16 patches representative of the range of human skin color into a
known pattern, and it is used for both camera calibration and skin tone classification.

Our method does not impose any restrictions of the image capturing scenario and
attains an accuracy rate of 87.06%.

Fig. 4. Some classification results: (a) dark classified as dark, (b) medium classified as medium,
(c) light classified as light, (d) dark classified as medium, (e) medium classified as dark, (f) light
classified as medium

Table 5. Comparison with other state of the art works

Method Skin tones Accuracy

[6] 2 87%
[8] 3 70%
[9, 10] 16 –

Proposed solution 3 87.06%
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper addressed the issue of skin tone classification from facial images, a subject
with applications in different domains, such as visagisme, soft biometry, surveillance
systems etc. Our method does not require any additional color patterns or camera
calibration and classifies the skin tone into three classes: dark, medium and light. We
propose and analyze the performance of four classification methods: the first two
method use the raw pixel values to perform the classification, while the latter two
examine the histograms of image patches for classification.

The skin pixels from the face are selected by cropping the face image to the area
below the eyes and right above the center of the face, a zone we heuristically deter-
mined it is more likely to contain the only skin pixels. All the proposed methods
examine this ROI to classify the skin tone. The first method first computes the mean
reference images for each skin tone; next the classification is simply performed based
on the distance between the test image and each reference mean image. The second
method uses Gaussian Mixture Models to determine skin tone. The last two methods
split the face into cells and use histograms of these cells to perform the classification:
the third method computes the distance between each cell from the test image with the
corresponding cell from the mean reference image of each skin tone class. Finally, the
last method uses a SVM classifier to classify the histogram of each region, and the skin
tone is computed by majority voting. The best performance is achieved by the SVM
classifier using the Lab color space.

The system was trained and tested on images from four publicly available face
databases and on images captured in our laboratory. An accuracy of 87.06% and the
extensive experiments we performed demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
solution.

As a future work, we plan to use a more complex method to determine the facial
skin pixels, and to combine the proposed method with the classification of other facial
features, such as the eyes color and shape, the hair color etc.
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